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A NOTE FROM THE
AUTHOR
Starting a resume from scratch can be daunting and
trying to determine which experiences and
achievements will get you the position you want can
seem nearly impossible - everyone just starting out
goes through the same thing. It's only through
individual research and guidance from mentors that
we were able to learn how to put together a successful
resume. Take the information in this guide as a
jumping off point and then don't be afraid to ask for
input from mentors, professors and more senior folks
in your field of interest.

Point of Order - This guide will be helpful in creating resumes
(U.S.) and Curriculum Vitae (Global). Both are concise and focused
on experiences and achievements. Curriculum Vitae (U.S.) should be
treated differently as they refer to a document of a different
nature.

Many of these tips were inspired by the Becker Career Center at Union
College, Schenectady. See if your university offers any resources!

Resume Writing:
The Components

Identifying Info.
Use your full name and set it
apart from the body. Be sure to
include contact information.
The key for this section is to make it
easy for employers to contact you.

A resume is a professional document that
summarizes your education, experiences, and
credentials as they relate to your professional
goals. The purpose of this document is to
convince a potential employer that you have
the relevant experience to be successful in their
organization. Below you will find information
on the key components of a resume.

Education.
Starting with the most recent
list the name of schools
attended, expected date of
graduation & major/minors.
You can include term abroad
experiences, research
projects and other relevant
coursework.

Achievements, Awards Etc.
This can be a standalone
section or be included in the
education section. This can be
anything relevant that
supports your candidacy.

Additional
Experience/Activites.
These sections can add depth to your
resume by reflecting highly desirable
skills, commitments and other
experiences. This includes leadership
positions, professional development,
athletics or organization membership.

Related & Additional
Skills
Use this section to emphasize skills
applicable to your field of interest
including languages,
computer/technical applications,
scientific/laboratory, and/or
certifcations.
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Work/Relevant Experience.
This section shows how your
experiences relate to your
professional goals & shows
the reader you have the
necessary qualifications and
skills.
Include any and all relevant
experiences from academic, to fulltime/part time work, internships,
volunteer work or extracurricular
activites.

References.
Prepare a separate sheet with
a similar heading to your
resume entitled "References"
and have it available upon
request. Select 3- 5 people to
be references - these can be
professors, coaches, college
administrators or employers
who know your skills and
goals.

Resume Writing:
Active Descriptions

Oftentimes applicants are vague when trying to articulate their relevant work
experience, leadership, academic and extracurricular activities on their resume. By
doing this they are underselling their experience and reducing their chance of
hearing back from employers. The more detailed and specific you are in describing
your important/relevant experiences, the stronger a candidate you become. When
writing experience descriptions focus on including not only what you did, but how
you did it, why you did it and what results were achieved.

Example 1: Camp Counselor
Watched kids during activities.
Developed and implemented a variety of extracurricular activities for
groups of 5-8 children aimed to promote cooperation and respect.

Example 2: Server
Served food and beverages.
Engaged patrons in a professional manner, provided knowledge of menu items
to ensure a positive dining experience in a five star restaurant.

Example 3: Peer Advisor
Ran programs for new students.
Facilitated the transition of new students in the college by teaching an online
course overviewing University resources and requirements.

Example 4: Research Assistant
Assisted with research.
Utilized software JMP to create data visualization, ran ANOVA and t-tests
for data analysis to assist professor in their research project.

Example 5: Cashier
Had knowledge of store policies.
Maintained awareness of sales, promotions, returns, applicable ringing procedures
and strategies to decrease loss prevention in the store.
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Examples

You, like Allison, can
choose to include academic
honors here rather than in
another section.

It's easy to overlook
formatting & focus on
content - don't fall into this
trap! Consistent formatting
can make or break a resume.

Note how Allison included
specifics in their
descriptions - the
programs they utilized
and measurements of
their success.

A career objective orients the
reader to your specific interests.
Include this if you're looking to
enter a specific field and your
entire resume supports this
objective.

Despite being short these
experiences highlight their
skills noted in a lower section.

However you choose to format,
keep it consistent, easy to read
and be sure to highlight important
and relevant information.

Taylor made it clear from the start
their professional goal was paralegal
related and indicated which skills
aligned with that goal. They then
included relevant experiences as
support (see highlighted areas).

Note: All three
examples are only one
page. You shouldn't
exceed one page until
you have enough
relevant experience to
fill two whole pages.

While Taylor chose to put their
education (including a very relevant
paralegal certification) at the
bottom, you may choose to move this
closer to the top to highlight this key
qualification.

